We predict a new source of jet structure in e+e-colliding beam experiments arising from photon-photon collisions.
Photon-photon collisions in e'e-storage rings become increasingly import-as the energy of the storage rings increases. The dominant part of the +-cross section for e e -e'e-+ hadrons arises from nearly on-shell photons emitted at small angles to the beam and increases logarithmically with energy: do d&f 2 (e+eS e+e-X) = for m 2 e /s -0, s = (p +p e+ e' )2and s >>d2= (p +p 71 y2
)2. A simple vector dominance prediction for the hadronic photon-photon cross section gives
. cr (e+e--e+e-X) = 15 nb for Ee = 15 GeV and di2 2 ZlGeV. This is to be compared with the single photon cross section (T (e+e--y -X) = 4na2 R 3s M (0.1 nb) R. Photon-photon reactions allow the entire range of hadronic phenomena to be studied with two incident bosons; the energy, mass, and polarization of each photon can be determined by tagging the e+ 'and e-which produce them. 1
While most of the hadrons produced in photon-photon collisions emerge with small momenta transverse to the beam axis, we suggest here that there are sizeable production cross sections for jets at relatively large transverse momentum. Such reactions, if observed, will provide important tests of our knowledge of both quark dynamics and the basic reactions which govern large pT interactions. The processes which we envision contributing to large-p?, jet production include the simple QED reaction yy -qt, QCD induced reactions such as yl -qs, y2 -qs, withscattering via gluon exchange, as well as Since the probability for y-emission by an electron the distribution of jets per away from the edge of phase into a given rapidity interval is essentially flat, rapidity interval will also be approximately flat space. Momentum conservation demands that a large pT jet on one side of a reaction must be balanced by one or more large pT jets on the away side. 2
For the y y -q;process one expects the production of two "Spear'I-like jets each with total energy less than the * e cm energy Js/2. Because the rapidity of the yy system is in general not zero, the jet events range from nearly back to back jets to a "V" configuration with a small opening angle along the beam axis. In all the other subprocesses the high pT jets are accompanied by additional jets of hadrons from spectator particles which do not participate in the hard scattering reaction.
We emphasize that even without tagging the photon energies the different contributing hard scattering subprocesses can be distinguished by their topological jet structure; i. e. , the number nJet of hadronic jets observed in an event reflects the number of quark or gluonic systems initially separated. Specific examples are n Jet = 2 for yl+ y2-q+ s; nJet= 3for yI+ g-q6 (where the gluon is a constituent of y2); nJet = 4 for qq-qq, gq-gq, etc. Gluon jets, quark jets, or hadronic resonances should be distinguishable by their leading particle structure and central region multiplicity density. In the case of YY -qc, the multiplicity should be nearly identical to that for e+e--q; at the same invariant q; energy.
In practice, one will probably wish to reduce the background from the single photon process by demanding that at least one lepton be observed at small angle in the final state.
We base our predictions on the computation of specific differential cross sections using the standard hard-scattering form of large pT par-ton models3 *b Ga,e(xa) Gb,e(xb) 3 tab -) a) A s = XaXbS
where the G(x)'s are the probability distributions that the electron will emit a particle a at a fraction x of the electron's (light cone) momentum, and da/dt is the cross section for the subprocess. We will perform our calculations in the equivalent photon approximation4, where, for example5 xG y,ew s Pa)
x Gq,e(x) = el(glogq)
Gy,e (x) PC) and so forth. H,ere 17 = s/4m," if the electron is not tagged and Biax/62min
if it is tagged within a recoil angle 6 mi7. < 8 < 0 maxS & Fq is the factor which arises from the transverse momentumXT integration of the q or < spectator in e-ey i eqc. In a simple QED model, F q N log s/(4ml). In &CD, the infrared % region is expected to be modified by hadronic size effects. At large kT the logarithmic variation of the running coupling constant presumably leads to a n log(log s/n") dependence, although this multijet region is complicated by interference effects. The actual value of Fq is a fundamental parameter which is in principle calculable in &CD.
We now estimate the cross sections for the production of jets for the processes mentioned above using Eq. (2). A detailed discussion and estimates of single particle production at large transverse momentum will be given in a separate publication. 6
(a) w--G This hard scattering subprocess is just the simple QED quark exchange graph of Fig. la. 3 Its presence is particularly interesting -4 since confirmation of its distinct pL behavior reflects the scale invariance of the quark propagator.
The cross section for this process is normalized by the purely QED process yy -p+p-:
(e e -e+e-p+p-)
Using Equation (2) and (3) 
2do(ppJet+X) . topology of the pT terms for pT beyond -5 GeV/c will check the validity of the QCD hard scattering approach to large pT dynamics and determine a value for thgproduct of 01~ and F . q We summarize our predictions for high pT jet production in Fig. 2, -4 including (a) the pT -4 contribution from yy -q<, (b) the pT term from &CD, (c) the pi6 CIM contributions, and (d) the VMD estimate of Eq. (11). l2
In conclusion, we predict the existence of a new class of hadronic jets which will be increasingly important in e'e-colliding beam experiments as the energy rises. They will have unmistakable signatures and are expected to give a sizeable fraction of all observable hadronic events at 4s = 30 GeV. In addition to being interesting in their own right, the jets which are observed in yy collisions will be a good laboratory for testing our ideas about high pT dynamics of purely hadronic systems, since the photon is a simpler object than the proton, and the distribution functions and scattering cross sections are correspondingly known with less ambiguity. 
